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The Voice offers you a handy
guide to the 2005 SGA Cabinet
,
Elections. From President to
Campus Council seats, we've
got you covered on page 2.
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Men's lacrosse gains first con-
ference win against Wittenberg
See page 8 for the story.
More talk on fraternity t-sh- irts
this week. This time, Cory
Smith gives his take on the
Sigs ... and your mom. See
page 4.
The Voice staff muses about an
angelic room draw and devilish
student government plans. See
page 3 for the editorials.
Let's talk about ... Earth Day.
It's not just for elementary kids
anymore, although the Spot, a
great place to tutor for your vol-
unteer house, is. See page 4
for the stories.
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Check out a hot new band
called The Duhks and learn
how they helped Sheila Liming
survive I.S. See page 6.
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Wooster
Two of the five officers let go
on Monday speak out about
the tactics employed by the
Dean's office and their director.
Liz Miller
News Editor
On Monday, April 1 1, seven College
security officers received in their
mailboxes a letter containing the
future of their positions at the
College of Wooster. Two were
retained; five were not.
The decisions were made after it
was announced on March SO that all
officers and dispatchers would be
required to reapply for the positions,
with a total of 1 1 employees opting to
participate in the reapplication
process.
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes,
who ultimately oversees the opera-
tions of the Department of Security,
said many events triggered the reap--
Students join in protest
Sarah Core
Managing Editor
On Tuesday, as College of Wooster
students stood on the state lawn in
Columbus, protesting enormous budg-
et cuts to higher education, the House
of Representatives approved the $5 J. 3
billion, two-ye- ar state budget.
The cuts that are being proposed for
the 2006-0- 7 fiscal year would financial-
ly injure state institutions and affect
local library systems, including the
Ohio Library and Information
Network (OhioLINK), which after a
budget cut in 2004, would have its
funding frozen for the next two years.
This would effectively force libraries
across the state to cut quality resources
in order to survive, including the
Wayne County's painting lending pro-
gram, over 1,000 journals and millions
of articles OhioLINK currently buys.
Governor Bob Taft, who drafted the
budget, said it is the tightest ih 40
years, according to the Associated
Press.
The efforts of the 2,000 protesters
did little to change the 53-4- 6 vote in
the GOP-controll- ed house, which was
mostly along party lines. But now the
budget must pass through a Senate
vote in May, and Wooster students are
stepping up their effort in an attempt to
change the budget cuts to OhioLINK.
Members from Peace by Peace and
the League ofJndependent Voters met
with two aides, one for Rep. Jim
Carmichael (R-Woost- er), and one for
local senator Ron Amstutz (R-Woost- er),
presenting a petition from
the College and expressing their per-
sonal concerns about the budget cuts.
Michael Doerr '08 said he was pleased
with the outcome of' the students'
efforts, even though Amstutz made no
formal promise to change anything.
"Students at the College had
Departments hit with
Justin Hart
News Editor
Due to the College's recent budget-
ary problems, the administration has
initiated partial budget constraints
affecting many of the College's aca-
demic departments.
The chairs of several academic
departments explained how their
departments' programs have been
impacted by the constraints.
Jim Hartman, chair of the
Department of Mathematics,
explained that not all departmental
money had been frozen. "If I want to
duplicate an exam ... there's nothing
wrong with that," he said. "So in that
sense, accounts are not frozen." The
department has also been allowed to
continue employing students to grade
papers.
However, his department has still
been affected. "We certainly have begun
to think about our actions and how
those actions could cause costs for the
College," Hartman said. He used the
example of the Math Center, which
used to employ two people to stay there
in the evenings to help students. "We
now have only one person staffing
plication and interview process,
among them the results of an inde-
pendent review board, the SGA
General Survey and a survey of first-ye-ar
students conducted by the Office
of Institutional Research.
Holmes said it was "the cumulative
effect of all of those" that pointed to
the need for a "systemic change." He
said the remaining sepurity staff will
work with Director of Security Lynn
Cornelius and the Dean's staff to
devise and implement a mission
statement.
The statement will be based in what
Holmes called a "new philosophy" of
the department.
There's a pattern," he said, point-
ing to what he said was a steady shift
in the department's direction over the
past two years. Holmes said his office
was hearing more complaints about
times the officers were not helpful
than when they were. "We are sup-
posed to be more about connection
and community," he said.
expressed this as a major concern . . . so
we were pleased that they listened so
well to our concerns on this issue,"
Doerr said. "They and also told us that
a number of college and university stu-
dents had been contacting them, asking
them to not cut this program."
Wooster students and staff are upset
that their public services in Ohio are
under attack.
Becky Prada '06, who discovered
painting lending program with her
roommate this semester, said she
"would be very upset" if this service
were discontinued. The county library
currently loans local paintings for its
patrons to hang on their walls for sev-
eral weeks, which college students like
Prada love because of the ability to
brighten their walls for free.
"We have two in our room right
now," said Prada, who added that she
was "devastated" by the idea that the
state was cutting money from needed
resources.
"It's just upsetting that they would
just take money away from our
libraries because it's important to stu-
dents," she said.
"It's very frustrating because it's
going between privatization and public
and its absolutely killing all of our
services, said Elizabeth Dunbar '05,
who helped organize Tuesday's
protest. Dunbar said students should
contact their local representatives by
email or Jetter in Ohio to help stop the
cuts. "It's not over yet," she said.
"Given how tight College budgets
are, our ability to buy expensive data-
bases that OhioLINK in giving up is
limited," Director of Libraries Damon
Hickey said. "About the only way to do
that would be to buy fewer books each
year."
Hickey warned that a projected
College budget deficit for this fiscal
year is also cutting into the libraries
that," Hartman said.
Chair of the English Department
Dan Bourne explained that most of the
budget constraints "have been made to
the non-acade- mic sphere of the
College." This means that the College's
academic programs are meant to be
spared as much fiscal difficulty as pos-
sible.
"Although the administration has
said that the academic programs at the
College will remain insulated from the
budget crunch, the fiscal problems the
College is facing right now lias certain-
ly impacted the English Department,"
Bourne said.
"We had requested and received a
half-tim-e position to cover the
Shakespeare course and the
Renaissance courses which was
taken away from us because of these
budget constraints," he said. "With
taking away that position, there won't
be Shakespeare classes next year, which
serves as a potential headache for ... the
majors in theatre and minors in educa-
tion."
Other departmental chairs reported
similar situations.
"We're trying to understand what
went wrong, how we got here," said
Voice
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The current mission statement on
the Departments of Safety and
Security Web site says the philosophy
"is based on the concept that officers
and members of the College commu-
nity work together in creative ways to
help solve problems related to crime
and fear of crime."
"In all likelihood, it the reorganiza-
tion could have been an experience to
make us learn," said Dalton, OH,
police officer Mike Steiner. Steiner was
a security officer of three years.
"What they did is not going to correct
the problem," he said. "They had good
people there."
Dennis Felter, who also received
notice on Monday that he was not
going to be retained as a security offi-
cer, echoed his sentiments. "It was
frustrating because I could not believe
they had me reapply for a job that I
had been doing for three years." He
alleges the Dean of Students and
Director of Security kept saying
things were wrong but "they refused
on the Statehouse steps
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Tuesday on the Statehouse steps (AP Photo Kiichiro Sato).
spending. "It means that nearly institution a library catalog,
$100,000 the College would have spent research center, a digital media center,
on new library materials won't be access to e-bo- oks and an electronic the- -
spent now," he said. "And that's in addi- - ses and dissertation center. Wooster
tion to any cuts OhioLINK may have also accesses services like LexusNexis,
to make." an information database that includes
The OhioLINK system serves 85 newspaper articles, . through
institutions in Ohio and gives access to OhioLINK.
six electronic services to each member --Additional reporting by Katie Minetti
budgetary
Josephine Wright, chair of the
Africana Studies Department. "We
can't order any more books. We can't
order any more VCRs. We know that
there have been constraints on travel."
Wright reported that the depart-
ment will still be able to send represen-
tatives to a Black Studies conference at
Earlham today. "But in general, we
have all been told to tighten up our
belts until the beginning of the next
academic year," she said.
"We have been asked to reduce our
spending wherever possible for the
reminder of the fiscal year, so that we
are buying only essential items," said
Virginia Pett, chair of the Department
of Chemistry. "We were able to identi-
fy some savings that could be made
without decreasing the quality of our
program."
"Department colleagues have been
really concerned about the budget
freeze and implications for our depart-
mental activities," said Chair of the
Department of Political Science Jeff
Lantis. "When we first learned of this,
we had the impression that all activities
and expenditures must be frozen, from
buying bluebooks to inviting speakers
to campus. But the Vice President's
to tell" the officers exactly what was
wrong with the department.
The interview process took place
last Wednesday, April 6. Two separate
groups one composed of Holmes,
Cornelius and SGA Secretary of
Security James Faulkner '05 and the
other of Associate Dean of Students
Carolyn Buxton and SGA member
Elizabeth Dunbar '05 interviewed
officers and dispatchers. Holmes said
Cornelius was responsible for the
final decision on the matter, though.
"I was blown away that I didn't get
my job back," said Steiner. The whole
problem was within the administra-
tion." Felter was, likewise, surprised. .
"I had never been reprimanded for
anything there," he said.
Holmes said the decisions made
should not have surprised the former
security employees. "Nobody
should' ve been shocked based on their
... display of whether they were in
See "Security" page 2
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office has allowed us some latitude to
maintain our day-to-d- ay activities."
,
"Some of the most serious ways the
budget affects us was through cancella-
tion of orders for new computers that
are necessary for our teaching and
research work," Lantis said.
"Individual faculty members have com-
puter problems that are not being
repaired in a timely fashion. This inter-
feres with our work.""
Despite these interferences, Lantis
explained that it remains possible to
operate the department. Uur basic
educational goals can still be achieved
in the current budget situation," he
said.
Other chairs said that their depart-
ments had not been particularly
affected.
"The budget for the Department of
Music will, by the decision of the
administration, be the same in 2005
to 2006 as it is in 2004 to 2005.
Normally there is about a two-perce- nt
increase from year to year. This freeze
does not apply to faculty and staff
salaries and wages. I believe our
department can live with the freeze for
a year," said Brian Dykstra, Chair of
the Department of Music.
i
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SGA decides to con-
sider legislation on
Sigs1 behavior
During the Student Government
meeting on Wednesday, the senate dis-
cussed whether SGA should draft a
resolution concerning the behavior
Phi Sigma Alpha. Members of the
senate were disturbed by an editorial
in last week's edition of The Voice,
which accused the section of sexist
behavior.
There was discussion as to whether
the section's behavior was actually
inappropriate and if it was, whether it
would be an issue that SGA should
examine.
It was decided that Director of
Public Relations, Morgan Watkins 'OG
will write a draft resolution that will
be considered by the senate at next
week's meeting.
NATION
Estate tax is shot
down in the house,
Dents protest
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
voted Wednesday to eliminate federal
estate taxes in 2010 and beyond, a
repeal that Republicans hailed but
many Democrats "said would reward
the richest families at the steep cost of
deeper federal deficits.
.
House lawmakers voted 272-1G-2 to
prevent the tax on inherited estates
from reappearing after its one-ye- ar
disappearance in 2010. The bill would
end the tax at a cost of roughly $290
billion over the next decade.
The House has passed bills repeal-
ing the tax several times since enact-
ing the 2001 law that lifted the tax for
a year. Those bills have languished in
the Senate. Supporters hope a bigger
Republican majority there could mean
the difference this year.
National Federation of Independent
Business President Jack Faris said mil-
lions of small businesses are "looking
for senators who are committed, to
supporting full repeal."
WORLD
Indiana man taken
hostage in Iraq, begs
ficor US to withdraw
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - An Indiana
man, scared and clutching his passport
to his chest, was shown at gunpoint on
a videotape aired by Al-Jaze- era televi- -.
sion Wednesday, two days after he was
kidnapped from a water treatment
plant near Baghdad. The station said --
he pleaded for his life and urged U.S.
troops to withdraw from Iraq.
The Al-Jaze- era tape showed a man
sitting behind a desk with at least
three assailants two hooded and
one off-cam-era pointing assault
rifles at him. Ake, wearing an open-coll- ar
shirt with rolled-u- p shirt
sleeves, was sitting or kneeling behind
a wooden desk and holding what
appeared to be a photo and a passport.
The station didn't air audio of the
video, but said the man asked the U.S.
government to begin talks with the
Iraqi resistance and save his life. No
group claimed responsibility, and
there was no way to authenticate the
video. Al-Jaze- era didn't say how it
obtained the tape.
President Bush's press secretary,
Scott McClellan, said there would be
no negotiating with the kidnappers.
CORRECTIONS
In last week's News section
the top story, "No suspects in Kitt
break-in-
" was attributed to Liz
Miller instead of its author, Andy
Flectner. An editor erred.
In last the March 4 issue of
the Voice, the article in the Features
section, "Bike program offers trans-
portation" was attributed to
Vanessa Lange instead of its
author, Gillian Helwig. An editor
erred.
In last week's News article,
"More graffiti surfaces in Babcock,"
the dates the vandalisms occurred
were incorrect. The corrected days
were late Friday night or early
Saturday morning and late
Saturday night. A source erred.
j .
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Extracurricular Activities: Office Assistant to the
College Republicans
As someone who is not currently a member of the Student
Government Association, I will bring a fresh set of ideas to this body
in an effort to bring SGA back to the students.
Being a member of the Student Government Association would
be a priority because it would allow me to inform students of the
important role SGA plays in their lives. I believe that having a repre-
sentative body is a necessary aspect of every campus and I will make
it a priority to inform students why this is so.
The main issue I would like to address is that of increasing SGA's
role as a link between students and the administration. This is a valid
aspect of communication because it allows the administration to hear
from the students, rather than having to guess as to what it is we are
thinking. By acting as an intermediary SGA will let the student voice
be heard
Treasurer
j
hrAdam Koenigsberg
class of 2006
political science
Extracurricular Activities: Wooster Chorus, Lowry
Desk staff, Intern for Senator in DC, SGA
I've done this job before. Three times I have
run funding for SGA, more times in one year
than any other year in history. I have served on
three other FACs Funding Allocation
Committees).
I'm a winner, People like me.
'it. .
Vice
President
Jonathan Hartschuh
class of 2007
business economics
Extracurricular Activities: Resident Assistant, SGA
-
I'm very level-heade- d. In disagreements I'm
able to take an objective look at the situation to
determine what is best not what I feel on a whim.
Because people generally know that I am
knowledgeable of what is going on around cam-
pus, they often ask me questions which, in turn,
allow me to know what questions are on the
minds of the students.
Many students claim that "the administration"
is "out to get" everyone or hiding something, but
the real issue is the communication. The adminis-
tration shares information, and many of the stu-
dents on SGA have greater access to information.
The info just needs to make It from the more
informed to the average' student.
Kristen
Welk
class of 2006
political science
Registrar, The
r
f
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Extracurricular Activities: Dance company, Break Dance Cub, Student
Government Association
I have a strong passion to leam more about student issues on
campus in order to help them individually and as a group.
SGA is a priority because it is by student, for students, that is stu-
dents elect their representatives, and the leaders are working for their
interests.
I have two methods that provide me with a wider range of infor
mation around campus and, more importantly, for keeping myself
informed of the issues that may affect students. The first methods is
through person-to-perso- n interaction. Much of what I have learned
has been from taking the time to actively listen to the individual con-
cerns. The second method is through reading, on a daily basis, WHN,
and flyers around campus; and on a weekly basis, the Voice, which
tells me what is most current and needs immediate attention.
The 2005 SGA Cabinet Election will take place on Tuesday, April 19.
Elections will be held in Lowry and Kittredge Dining Halls at a time to be
determined. SGA members submitted biographies and named some of the
issues they care about. The information was edited for content by Voice
Associate Editor Christopher Beck and Voice News Editor Liz Miller.
Secretary of Secretary of
Academic Affairs Diversity and Culture
Stephanie Linich
class of 2008
International relations
Extracurricular Activities: Model United Nations,
Student Government Association
Enthusiasm. (One trait possessed that would
contribute to the betterment of SGA.)
I talk to people, and get their opinions about
the happenings on campus. I also enjoy the
Voice.
Its something I would take pride in (on being
a member of SGA.)
An issue that I believe is important for
students is receiving more factual information
faster.
Campus Council at large seats
Jason Reed
class of 2007
philosophy
(Will keep self aware) by speaking with other students about current issues, reading the Voice, and
attending student-ru- n programs.
It (SGA) is an opportunity to serve the campus community as a whole and build upon my own
experiences.
Michael Doerr
class of 2008
philosophy
I think I could bring a level of determination to the SGA, as I am abje to commit and apply myself to
solve problems.
I try to keep up with a wide number of students and student groups. I have no problem asking peo-
ple what they think, I enjoy hearing the opinions of others.
I think its important for the individual to get involved in their community, and the SGA would be a
great way for me to do that.
Jack Boyd
class of 2006
history
I have attained much experience in roles of student leadership in my time at Wooster.
My weekly meetings with members of Campus Council and SGA as well as Issues that fellow stu-
dent want to bring to my attention.
I believe that the hate-crim- e incidents of this year that promote intolerance of others based on crite-
ria aside from their ability, character or personality have greatly affected campus life
Mike
Prohaska
class of 2006
political science
....
k
Jason Reed
class of 2007
philosophy
Extracurricular Activities: Men of Harambee,
BSA, McGaw Crew, Security
(Will keep self aware) by speaking with other
students about current issues, reading the Voice,
and attending student-ru-n programs.
It (SGA) is an opportunity to serve the cam-
pus community as a whole and build upon' my
own experiences.
"I enjoyed that job"
Security
continued from pXT
tune with this philosophical change,"
Holmes said.
"How do they know that I can't
change into the next mission state-
ment?" said Steiner. "If they had rea-
son to fire us now, they had reason to
fire us six months ago." ,
Both Steiner and Felter said there
was a shift that occurred when the
Department of Security split from the
former Department of Safety and
Security, leaving the former director
of both divisions, Joe Kirk, in charge
solely of The Department of Safety
and Cornelius in charge of The
Department of Security.
Steiner said, "When Joe was in
there, morale was good. He liked
everybody," but that Cornelius was
"90 to 95 per cent of the problem." 1 le
added, "The sad thing is, she could
have been a good director."
"I think the morale question is obvi-
ous," said Holmes. "It was slipping."
He explained that what he gleaned
Shawn
Sweeney -
class of 2006 j
biology and
psychology
Extracurricular Activities: Scot Marching and Symphonic Band,
Wooster Ethic Committee, Resident Assistant, Roots and Shoots, SGA
As I have gone through my years here as a student I have been
incredibly committed to SGA. It has been a top priority, and will, if I am
given the opportunity, become even more of a priority. I believe that
originally SGA was a priority because several past members inspired
me to become a voice for the students and their inspiration has given
me the energy to continue in SGA for the past three years. Today I feel
that my motivation has changed to wanting to be that Inspiration to
other students to become a voice and a leader amongst their peers.
For the past three years, I believe that my organizational skills
have helped to better SGA, and allow it to become the group it has
become today. That is not to say that I have done everything to bring
SGA to this point, but I believe that thus far my ability to organize
projects and the people to run them has helped SGA begin to realize
its true potential., ,
Treasurer
I mill 1 - ' '
Lauren Mogavero I
class of 2008
political science and philosophy
.
Extracurricular Activities: First-Ye- ar Program ,
Council, Moot Court, Equestrian Team, SGA
A trait I possess that would contribute to the
betterment of Student Government Association is
'determination. I have been determined to
enhance this campus environment and have
done this through my involvement in SGA and : ;
First-Ye- ar Program Council.
Being a mem&er.of StMdent Go,ve.nvrient
. ,;i.l
Association would be a priority for me because
as a First-Yeai- 1 Sehator, I have devoted much of
my time to SGA though attending weekly rrteet-- i
ings and serving on various committees, includ-
ing the Financial Allocations Committee. I wish to
expand my horizons in the position of treasurer to
help SGA reach a new level of responsibility,
accountability and cooperation with student
organizations.
Secretary ofPublic
Relations
Christina Shiroma
class of 2008 ,
philosophy
Extracurricular Activities: Lacrosse, Judicial
Board
As a personable member, I make it easier for
the student body to feel connected to the SGA. I
see myself as the link between SGA and the stu-
dents in an effort to better serve the school.
By being involved in diverse activities, I have
an opportunity to meet many students from this.
From this I can be aware of the opinions of many
different groups of student.
The decisions made in SGA directly effect
the students and if I was elected by the students '
I would take my responsibility seriously.
from the interviews conducted was
that the officers did not trust one
another, nor did they trust the dis-
patchers or the leadership.
Cornelius declined to comment on
the matter of a declination of morale
or on Steiner's allegations but did say,
"I'm pleased at the chance to rebuild
our team in hopes that we can work
together to make our department
more people-oriente- d for the stu-dentscommunit- ystaff
and faculty."
Currently, the department does not
have replacements for the officers that
were eliminated as a result of the
reorganization.
"We are somewhat short-staffe- d at
the moment," said Cornelius. "We
have our two officers working nights
with myself and some dispatchers
helping to cover the busier nights.
During the day shifts myself, a dis-
patcher, and the Keys and IDs
Coordinator (who used to be an offi-
cer) is helping cover any calls."
"They had a small problem that
could have been corrected," said
Steiner. "They went about this the
wrong way," Steiner said.'-'- I enjoyed
that job."
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Room draw actually
disappoints no one
Room draw is an experience that
nearly all Wooster students dread.
While some pass up room draw by
living in houses, block housing, lan-
guage programs or by being RAs,
most Wooster students fear the day
that the card with their housing fate
printed on it arrives in their mailbox.
,While it's possible to get lucky and
get a good enough number to land a
two-sto- ry triple in Kenarden or a fly
single in Armington, it's more likely
that you are just landing in one of ,
those sweltering Bornhuetter rooms
or the shaky foundations of a Holden
Annex room, where nothing is actu-
ally proofed, sound, fire or otherwise.
These undesirable room draw num-
bers yield many problems for stu-
dents.
Single room draw is also a big
problem for seniors entering room
draw. While many rising seniors
have the opportunity to gain a single
through the senior living experience
block housing program, those whose
applications are rejected or didn't
have the numbers to apply for an
entire hall of rooms are left behind
with only a room draw card. These
people have to wait to see if they are
lucky enough to get a single some-
where on campus, and if they don't,
they have to spend the week before
room draw trying to find a room-
mate who may have been left in a
similar quandary.
Others are left to choose the last
picks in room draw, ranging from
awkwardly-shape- d rooms in Holden
to the dreaded Annex to rooms that
resemble the Sahara in climate.
Though in some cases, halls unite
over their common housing plight,
more often that not, students end up -
Some tips
There are a few notable aspects
of the upcoming Student
Government Association elec-
tions. First, we are disappointed
that no one has applied for
Secretary of Security or
Secretary of Student Services.
Considering how many complaints
there were about Security this
year, which has led to a major
restructuring of the department,
we would expect that at least one
person would want to hold the
office that directly influences the
operation of Security. If the tasks
of the Secretary of Student
Services are left undone, students
will immediately see the conse-
quences. The position handles a
few major projects each year,
including bussing to the airport
and summer storage. There are so
many students that take advan-
tage of these services, it seems
strange that no one applied to
manage them. Hopefully, whatever
cabinet is in place at the begin-
ning of next year will be able to
cope with being shorthanded. All
hope is not lost, however, since
positions can still be filled by
interested students next year by
simply petitioning the cabinet.
Secondly, we are glad to see
that there will be someone filling
the role Secretary of Public
Editor.
spending a year or more in a place
they definitely would not have cho-
sen to live in. Still others are left
without rooms at all, their housing
options in limbo until the end of the
summer, when they are notified of
the living situations that have
become available to them.
But, as you may have already fig-- .
ured out by the headline above, these
particular problems did NOT happen
this year. It was like were living in
some sort of strange Twilight Zone,
where instead of the majority of stu-
dents stumbling out of Babcock to
walk miserably over to their new
hole-in-the-w-
all, bright faces kept
popping out of the building, excited
about their future dwelling.
This happiness actually has us
frightened a little bit. No, a lot. If
the room draw process has gone
smoothly for once, what's next? An
arena-les- s registration process, with
several days to make your choices?
The Wired Scot suddenly printing
properly every single time with
large, easy-to-type-- on keyboards that
actually right click? A student gov-
ernment where people actually
attend meetings and care about the
changes that need to be made on
campus? Getting all new computers
in the Voice office?
Frightening.
However, in the hopes that we
won't have to knock on wood as soon
as we say this, we'd like to congratu-
late ResLife and Housing on a suc-
cessful room draw process and help-
ing us all sleep a little easier at night,
knowing that next year, we're right
where we want to be. Well, almost.
Unless you got the Holden Annex.
- Better luck next year!
for SGA
Relations. This position was very
neglected this year and will be
an extremely important post
considering the number of issues
that SGA will have to address
next year.
Thirdly, we weren't joking when
we said that we wanted to see bet-
ter attendance at meetings (above).
Twenty people fill the Voice office
every Wednesday night, working
from 3 p.m. until at least 3 a.m. to
get the news out to the student
body. We don't skip Wednesday
nights, and if you are filling a
position oh SGA you should know
that you shouldn't miss your
meetings either.
What is also encouraging is the
sudden interest in the position of
president. There are three candi-
dates this year, each with different
experiences, philosophies and each
with something very different to
offer Student Government. It is
up to the students to decide which
one they think is best suited to
lead. Talk to the candidates when
you see them around campus. Call
their rooms late at night. Check
out Shawn Sweeny's Web site'.
Finally, we encourage all students
to attend the presidential debate
on Monday, listen to what they
have to say and then drill them
hard with questions.
Ail mit c&t.
editorial cartoon by Will Torres, your comments can be directed to voicecartoonswooster.edu.
Sigs' actions cannot be written off
In last week's Voice, Liz Miller
wrote a column stating that "The
Sigs are perpetuating the idea of fra
ternities as rape
cultures by wear-
ing these symbols
of male sexual
conquest over (an
implied) weaker
female," in refer-
encecorysmith to two T--
shirts the men of
Phi Sigma Alpha have been seen
wearing around campus. I was happy
to see someone speaking out on this
issue, as these examples of sexist lan-
guage were things that I found to be
extremely offensive. And, I'll have to
admit that part of me was just happy
because I wanted to hear some good
dialogue on this issue because it
seems to be something worth
addressing on our campus.
However, I have been disappointed.
Rather than hear people speaking out,
I heard members of that fraternity
and other members of the campus
community saying, "Can't anyone
take a joke?" and "Yes, those shirts
are offensive, but I think that they're
funny." These defenses of this bla-
tant use of sexist language against
Liberals
beware!
Pentagon con-
spiracyfinally
exposed!
To the editors,
Several months ago, I began
researching the events of 911 and
have since found an astonishing
number of inconsistencies in the
official story. While there is far
more to discuss than what is possible
in this short article, I will briefly
address the Pentagon strike because
it raises serious questions that
remain unanswered by the 9 1 1
Commission Report.
More than 30 minutes elapsed
between the time the second plane
struck the South tower and the
Pentagon attack. Andrew's Air
Force base is merely 10 miles from
the Pentagon and had two jet fighter
squadrons on high alert that day, as
usual. Yet American Airlines 77
went unchallenged as it proceeded
toward Washington. How do we
explain the Air Force's failure to
protect the capital?
Some have concluded that the
damage to the Pentagon, was consis-
tent with a missile strike, not with
the impact of a Boeing 757. If a
missile had hit the Pentagon, that
could explain the Air Force's failure
to intercept AA-7- 7. The wingspan
.. 'Zzi
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women make me absolutely livid. I
am, generally, a pretty calm character,
but the idea that people are willing to
idly stand by while a group, endorsed
by the College of Wooster, uses
offensive language in respect to over
half of the people in the world is one
that makes me fear the future of our
society.
Last semester on our campus, we
witnessed some amazing things in
respect to the hate crimes that
occurred. Many people came out to
speak on this issue, even though only
a few were affected by the crimes
themselves. However, even though
the number of those who the crimes
touched was relatively small, every- -
.
one was offended by several students'
poor judgment in action. Here, many
more students are exercising poor
judgment with an outward use of
hateful language, and no one seems to
be doing anything.
Way back when I was in my first
year seminar here at Wooster, I
remember participating in a hot
debate over gender-biase- d language.
At the time, I remember never think-
ing twice about the use of the word
"man" in place of the word "person,"
and after our discussion, I still felt
n?na iTi?:ri gansra
of a Boeing 757 is about 125 feet,
though the damaged section of the
Pentagon was only 70 feet wide.
Pictures taken before that section
had collapsed show the existence of
only a small hole of about 15 feet.
Unbroken windows remained where
the wings and tail fin should have
hit. Witnesses and reporters saw
small bits of debris on the Pentagon
lawn, but where were the large sec-
tions of fuselage, the two massive
steel engines, the landing gear
assembly, the seats, luggage, etc.? If
AA-7- 7 actually hit the Pentagon,
how did 100 tons of airplane and
cargo just disappear? Many wit-
nesses reported seeing a small air-
craft speed towards the Pentagon.
Was it a military plane painted to
resemble an American Airlines air-
craft? Was it remote controlled?
Did it fire a missile into the building
upon impact, annihilating itself?
The government must have real-
ized that the absence of aircraft
wreckage was problematic, so it had
to advance the notion that AA-7- 7
was all but vaporized. The melting
point of steel is well above the tem-
perature at which aviation fuel
burns, so the plane's steel engines
would not have vanished. But even
.
if we accept the physical impossibili-
ty that the airplane was vaporized,
how can we then believe the govern-
ment's claim that all but one of the
dead passengers was positively iden-
tified through DNA analysis? They
can't have it both ways.
There is an easy way of ending
this important controversy. It would
simply require the Pentagon and FBI
to release conclusive video footage.
The five grainy images that the
A SSXyfctl
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pretty much the same way. However,
in the past several years, I've devel-
oped an ear for when people use the
word "man" in place of "person," and
it really is offensive. The parallel
here is that through this small gender
bias (which I'm sure exists on a much
larger scale than I've demonstrated
here) we have progressed to accept
"jokes" that we should be finding
extremely offensive.
Someday, there's a good chance
you'll be the parent of boys and girls
that scamper off to college just as we
have. Are you going to teach your
sons to turn girls into "that girl?"
.
Are you going to encourage your
daughters to date boys that use
degrading language towards women?
Right now, you're setting yourself up
to be the example by using and toler-
ating sexist language.
After all, back in 1966 like
that could have been turning a girl
you know into "that girl." And I don't
think anyone wants to think of a
bunch of disrespectful men treating
their mother poorly in her college
days.
Smith can be reached for comment at
csmith2wooster.edu.
Pentagon released in 2002, which
were captured by the security cam-
era of a distant guard house, show a
giant explosion but no airplane.
Some of the security cameras lining
the Pentagon's roof were closer to
the point of impact. And the cam-
eras at the Sheraton Hotel and the
nearby gas station must have
observed the plane's approach. Why
were these tapes confiscated and
concealed from the public?
We have all seen footage of planes
striking the twin towers, but why
can't we see a plane striking the
Pentagon? It's hardly a matter of
national security. Terrorists would
have nothing to gain from such
innocuous proof. If there is nothing
sinister to hide, then why is the
Pentagon strike and indeed so
many other aspects of 9 1 1 still
shrouded in the utmost secrecy? '
What is being covered up?
Please e-m-ail me with comments,
' questions, and criticisms, which
hopefully will advance our efforts in
understanding what happened to our
country on that fateful day.
--Andrew LeBlanc '05
Write Us
The Voice accepts letters to the
editor of no more than 350 words.
Letters must include a phone
number and arrive to the Voice by 5
p.m. Monday before Friday publica-
tion. Letters may be held if they
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voiceviewpointswooster.edu or by
hard mail to C-31- 87, College of
Wooster, Wooster, 01 1 44(59 1
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The Spot: where it's at
Justine McCullough
Assistant Features Editor
There is a place in Wooster that is
committed to the growth and well-bei- ng
of students, a place that pro-
vides solace, entertainment, and
positive leadership for children of
the area.
The Wooster Community Youth
Center, nicknamed "The Spot," is
sponsored by the YMCA and located
at Cornerstone Elementary School in
Wooster. The Center is a place where
students in fourth through 12th
grades can go every day after school
from 3 p.m. until 8 p.m. and enjoy the
company of their peers in a safe and
supportive environment.
The Center was created in 1999 fol- -
7
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The Spot is an after-scho- ol program sponsored by the YMCA.
It offers a vast array of programs for local students (Photo by
Caroline Hotra).
lowing a study taken in Wooster that
showed an increased use of drugs and
mischief among youth, especially
within the hours between 3 p.m. and 6
p.m. The goal was to create a diversion
for these students, one that was not
only safe, but constructive as well.
After twb yaifsTofi, deliberations, the
Wooster Comquinity Youth Center :
was created, vr?th a mission statement
"to provide a safe, mentoring, support-
ive environment for the youth in our
community, to have fun, recreate, and
participate."
The Center's first home was at
.
Methodist Church in Wooster.
However, the size of the program
quickly exceeded that facility and was
moved to a downstairs area of
Cornerstone Elementary, which was
refurbished through a grant. Today
approximately 483 students from the
area call this place their own, and have
fondly dubbed it "The Spot."
Director Roy Lockett, former
College of Wooster football coach,
feels that The Spot does more than
just keep kids out of troublerIt chan--
nels the interests of the kids and gives
them a sense of ownership in the com-
munity," he explained.
The Spot is home to a multitude of
different programs designed to enrich
incorporate a sense of diversity to the
group and enhance the goal to show
members "how girls fit jnto the world
and how . they can succeed at doing
that," said Bartoszek.
Another group that The Spot plans
to implement next year is a journalism
program in which student participants
will create a newspaper for distribu-
tion at local elementary, middle, and
high schools. Focusing on happenings
at The Spot, the paper will be com-
pletely student-writte-n and produced,
and will most likely be released bi-
monthly. This will give students the
opportunity to learn about journalism
and how to express themselves
through writing, Lockett explained.
In addition, The Spot provides a
mentoring program that provides
mentors to younger students in the
fodrth through sixth grades. The
mentors, who are sophomores
through seniors in high school, are
paired with the younger students
according to similar interest This
program is beneficial, Lockett noted,
because "it gives extra support to
younger kids as well as positive atti-
tudes about self esteem."
Though activities at The Spot are
held each day after school hours, the
program will not end with the conclu-
sion of the school year. Summer hours
begin as soon as summer vacation
starts. Each week has a central theme;
themes from last summer include
"Back in the Day," "Exploring the
Way," "Crazy Competition" and
"Talent Week," which concluded with
a talent show. The students' day starts
at 9 a.m. with a free breakfast provid-
ed by the Wooster City School
System.
Activities begin at 9:30 a.m. and
include anything from kickball, soc-
cer and games with water balloons.
Noon is lunchtime, then the students
are taken to Christmas Run Park for
swimming. When weather is
inclement, they swim indoors at
Wooster High School. Free time
starts at 3:30 p.m. and lasts until the
students leave around 5 p.m. Five
field trips were organized last sum-
mer, including trips to the Cleveland
Zoo and Rainforest, Putt-n-Stu- ff,
Akron Inventors Hall of Fame, and
the Ohio Research and Development
Center and the College of Wooster,
where the students visited the biolo-
gy and psychology departments to
view the snakes and primates. The
summer concluded with a trip to
Dover Lake Park and a barbecue. Five
field trips for this summer are cur-
rently being investigated by the
directors.
Summer camps are also offered
for activities including baseball,
cheerleading, soccer, football and
basketball.
In the future, Lockett hopes that
The Spot will be, able "to build
stronger relationships - with the
College and the city of Wooster."
He added, "This place gives kids
something to do. We want to give
them a sense of ownership in the
community."
enough to go out and find a job.
While everyone loves their family, liv-
ing with them can get old, and fast.
Soon enough, you could end up being
the errand boy for Mom, or the handy-
man for Dad, or the carpool for little
brother Jimmy.
Others forget the lucrative lifestyles
we live at college. While to us, get-
ting up sometime before noon and
staying out until the sun comes up
may seem perfectly normal, it's hard
for our parents to remember the days
when they did things like that, so
sometimes, disagreements are
inevitable when you walk in just as
Dad starts drinking his first cup of
morning coffee.
However, through all the disagree-
ments and disparities in lifestyle, those
people are still your family, and you'll
love them even if they don't under-
stand your notion of a "conventional
lifestyle."
So as the semester winds down,
we'd like to wish you luck in your sum-
mer endeavors, whatever they may be.
No matter what you choose to do with
your time .off school, just remember
that no matter what, the stresses of
school ale gone.
Cory land Angel think that summer
should ve spent on beaches having fun.
Comment at voiceJeatureswooster.edu.
Summer liviri ain't always easy
Before anyone can even fathom it,
summer will be upon us. Some of us
are planning extravagant vacations to
Europe or some island no one's ever
heard of, and some of us are looking
forward to spending our days lying
around watching
reruns of "The
Wonder Years" andno eating Kraftm : i
r 4jI 1 Cheese, however,
1 11 ' others are out look-corysm- ith
ing for jobs t0 fili
angelpappalardq their time so that
they don't drive
themselves or their parents crazy, i1
Some students opt to stay on cam-
pus for the summer. If you look a lit-
tle, it's fairly easy to find employment
around campus, as many faculty mem-
bers do research and many offices stay
open throughout the summer months.
However, some students can't even
fathom the thought of staying in
Wooster all summer, and venture out
to find more exciting employment.
Some have opted to work in facto-
ries over the summer. However, giv-
ing up flip-flo-ps and shorts for steel-toe- d
boots and Dickie's work pants
really isn't very appealing. And even
though the money is usually pretty
good, spending your youthful summer
children's lives and encourage them to
enjoy the process. There is a Poetry
Theater on Wednesdays, which is
assisted by Mara Glatzel '07. A
gram entitled Defeat the Bully "serves
to make children aware that verbal
abuse can be just as harmful as physi-
cal abuse, and provides tactics to use
to diffuse the situation," Lockett
explained. There is also a Leaders
Club, comprised of students in sev-
enth grade and older, as well as a Jr.
Leaders Club for fourth through sixth
grade students. Together the Leaders
Clubs organize and sponsor dances,
such as last month's St. Patrick's Day
dance, and rummage sales. They also
do community service at the YMCA
and nursing homes. In the summer,
there is a week-lon- g Leaders Training
School held at Mt. Union College that
enhances students' leadership skills,
including computer work.
A new program this year at The
Spot is the GIRLS Club, which stands
for Girls In Real Life Situations. It is
comprised of 10 girls in fifth through
eighth' grade, and is led by Barb
Bartoszek, assistant director of The
Spot. She is assisted with the group by
Katrina Jackson and Robyn Lockett.
The group meets twice each month,
and is, according to Bartoszek, "a safe
space for girls to come in and talk
about healthy lifestyle choices, includ-
ing friendship and peer pressure." In
accordance to The Spot's general mis-
sion to be active participants in their
involvements, the members created
standards for the group. "The girls
determined what they expect of them-
selves and the leaders," Bartoszek
explained. "This gives them a sense of
ownership, encouraging them to be
,
confident in their ability to be part of
a group."
.
The GIRLS Club is planning a
Cultural Day, in which each girl will
choose a country. After researching it,
they will have a celebration including
food from their particular countries,
and they may even dress up in tradi-
tional clothing. Activities such as this
days in the confines of factory walls
just may not be your jam.
Some students find a fun summer
camp to work at over the summer.
Other students opt for the elusive
internship. While supposedly there
are hundreds of thousands of these
internships across the country, it can
be pretty frustrating to apply to them.
Many require experience that the
average Joe might not have, others pay
little to nothing, others may end up
having you making more pots of cof-
fee than you can count, and others
might just suck. However, if you're
lucky enough to land a cool internship
that pays well... well, you probably
won't, so I won't even. try to get your
hopes up.
Bottom line, you'll probably find a
job doing something over the summer
if you look a little bit, and no matter if
it's making brake calipers or making
coffee or making life-chang- ing deci-
sions, it's a job, and everyone knows
college kids need money for important
things like Wednesday nights at
Digger's.
No matter what your job, one tiling
is fairly certain for most students.
They're going to have to go home to
live with their parents and possibly
younger siblings over the . summer.
For some, this can be motivation
after class Don't shock
Nature; be kind to Earth
Gillian Helwig
Voice Staff Writer
Earth Day is merely something
many college students celebrated
back in elementary school by learn-
ing the three Rs (reduce, reuse, and
recycle) and promising to cut plastic
six-pa- ck rings.
On Wooster's campus, there is
striking evidence that the Earth Day
message has been lost in those
ancient memories of Lunchables,
Fruit-by-the-Fo-
ots and Snack Packs.
You don't have to look very hard to
find evidence of Friday night strewn
outside the UG, and most dorm room
trash gets lobbed into the nearest
dumpster, whether or not it says
Recycle on the outside.
Some students, however, have not
forgotten about Mother Earth. This
year, the Vegan Co-o- p and
Greenhouse are hosting an Earth
Day Gathering on April 22, the 35th
Illustration by Cassi Sattazahn.
anniversary of Earth Day. All stu-
dents are invited to attend, whether
they are part of the groups or not.
According to Andrew Horst '07,
next year's Greenhouse coordinator
and current member of the program,
the focus of the gathering will be
why it's not too late to change to way
you live.
"2005 has only begun and resolu-
tions, can still be formed," he said.
"Everyone impacts the campus and,
in the bigger picture, the Earth in
nearly every daily activity."
Horst also noted that there are
every day behaviors that people can
easily change to be more eco-friend-- ly,
such as turning off lights, taking
shorter showers, and walking rather
than driving the 50 feet to Lowry.
--
"At the gathering we will dis-- "
cuss why it is important to live a
low-imp-
act lifestyle, specifically how
important it is in this day and age
...The need to reduce, reuse and recy-
cle will also be discussed."
Ebert Art Gallery showcases art
majors' Independent Study success
--WTO
'f
your Mama
According to the Earth Day
Network, Earth Day is the largest
secular holiday in the world and is
celebrated by a half billion people
each year. First celebrated in 1970,
the Network has worked for the past
35 years to incite change in our soci-
ety by inspiring Earth Day celebra-
tions such as the one at Wooster.
The Network said that Earth Day
is useful in raising public awareness
of the environment each year, but
cautioned that protecting the planet
is not a one day event, but a continu-
ing process.
"Earth day is every day," accord-
ing to the Web site,
www.earthday.net. "To build a bet-
ter future for the environment we
must commit to protect our environ-
ment on a year-rou- nd basis."
Horst agrees that everyday
efforts are imperative for a healthier
planet.
"The state of the nation and the
world are pathetic, there is trash
everywhere. People are wasting
just on the basis that there is more to
obtain.
Our generation inherited a dam-
aged and abused planet. If you ever
plan on having children in your life-
time, just think about the world in
which they and their generation will
live," he said. ,
Despite the less than encouraging
state the environment is currently in,
Horst said that anyone can make a
difference if he or she tries.
"The fact of the matter is that we
all affect the world. However, it is
our choice whether our effect is posi-
tive or negative. Not only can our
impact be thought of as positive or
negative, but each of our personal
impacts can be decreased."
For more information on Earth
Day or Wooster's own environmen-
tal efforts, contact the Greenhouse.
Earth Day will be celebrated around the
world and on IPboster's campus on April
22,2005.
a
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Photography major Annie Kissling '05 will be showcasing her
I.S. exhibit, including this photo entitled "Edgewater Tree,"
from(April 24-2- 9. All senior photography and studio art majors
are presenting their I.S. projects at Ebert this month. The gal-
leries are open daily to the campus community (Photo cour-
tesy Annie Kissling).
' Voicesection editors: Friday,
Leah Koontz, Erik shilling April 15
Ebert features Milligan. and Artists' Books
Leah Koontz
Arts Editor
An exhibit exploring the cultural
complexities and psychological influ-
ences of traditional fairy tales and
their modern-da- y equivalents will be
on display through May 16. Presented
by Bridget Milligan, assistant profes
sor ot art, Keahty lales is compro-
mised of the media of silver gelatin
prints toned with gold. The event is
.
presented in conjunction with "Artists'
Books," a display from Wooster's per-
manent collection.
Kitty Zurko, Art Museum
DirectorCurator, said that professors
often display work that is entirely
unique from their teachings in their
classroom, showing the versatility of
research in the art field. Milligan also
has exhibited her work at Antioch
College in an exhibit entitled
"Intimacy, Memory and Imagination."
In addition, Milligan has had works on
display at the Ross Museum from the
collection A Public Confession, which
Milligan said is directly inspired by her
childhood memories and personal
experiences of growing up on a farm
in central Ohio.
. In "Reality Tales," Milligan ques-
tions whether the lessons we learn .
from fairy tales that once fueled our
imagination actually provide us with
guidance. Milligan's exhibit
fairy tales there are
threads of theMarker sides of reality
and human natureSsjgaved subllefy into
tales that are purely optimistic on the
surface. Milligan's images are distinct-
ly feminine, reflecting on both the
blessings and burdens of being female
in American culture. Zurko said,
'There is a group faculty show every
other year, and art professors always
get a show after coming back from
leave."
"Artists' Books" features an assort-
ment of unique books, including
William C. Gannet and Frank ' Lloyd
Wright's 'The House Beautiful," as
well as works by British Pop artists Sir
Eduardo Paolozzi and Patrick
Caulfield. Also in the exhibition are
works by five Ohio based artists and
writers: Holly Morrison and Carolyn
Fraser, Kat Hartman, Kate Kern and
Ellen Sheffield.
The contemporary artist book
derives from the conceptual experi-
ments of the 1960s Fluxus movement,
the West Coast painter Ed Ruscha's
early books and the work of
GermanSwiss artist Dieter Roth, who
is represented in "Artist's Books" with
six pieces entitled l ropnies,
"Stupidogramme," "246 Little Clouds,"
"Smaller Works Part I," "Books and
Graphics Part I" and "Books and
Graphics Part 2."
Some of the structural considera-
tions of book projects may include the
the pages fold or may be kept loose in a
portfolio box or slipcover. Artist's
books are usually produced, printed
and published in limited editions, and
artists frequently collaborate with
Lollapalooza tries again in 2005
Angela Biiancini
Voice Staff Writer
Lollapalooza, the caravan concert
that redefined popular culture in the
90s, returns this summer as a two-da- y
festival at Chicago's Grant Park to be
held July 23 to 24.
Despite the fact that the lineup has
not yet been announced, 2000 tickets'
went on sale on April 7 at a discounted
price of $35. The tickets sold out in 80
minutes, according to the Lollapalooza
organizers' Web site, Lollapalooza.com.
A complete lineup and ticket sale details
will be released April 22. -
Margaret Heller '06 was one of the
lucky few to purchase a discounted tick
et. "I wanted to go, even though it's nr
like it used to be. I could still pretend I
was in the grunge era," said Heller.
Heller, a Chicago native, said of the
venue: "I have friends who saw
Radiohead in Grant Park a couple years
ago and it worked really well to have it
there ... from everything I've heard it
should be great."
Lollapalooza's permit is still awaiting
approval by the Grant Park Services
Department. Park officials met April 7
to discuss safety and crowd control.
Previously, rock concerts were rare in
the park.
In 2001, Radiohead performed in the
venue amidst complaints about, noise
poets or authors to c reate unique book-shap- ed
objects. ""
William Blake's "The Book of Job:
The eighteenth book of the Old
Testament with twenty-tw-o engrav- -
II
A woman places eggs on a wall in this silver gelatin print by Bridget Milligan, a piece in her
exhibit "Reality Tales," on display at Ebert Art Museum. There will be a Conversation in the
Gallery with Milligan on Thursday April 21, from 12 to 1 p.m (photo by Karin Johnson).
ings by William Blake" is a facsimile
edition but, according to Zurko, "really
demonstrates how image and text fit
together in Blake's particular version of
an artist's book, whereas in Richard
Wilson's "Wind Instrument" the sculp-
tures actually stand as the text to his.
book. Matisse's livre de artist of
"Poems de Charles d'Orleans" is anoth-
er interpretation of the artist book
livre de artist simply means that an
artist does their rendition of illustra-
tions for a text that lias already been
' '
'
'written."
. Wright's "The House Beautiful" fea-
tures the six-deca- de long relationship
Wright had with House Beautiful mag-
azine. Wright developed his own con-
cept of 'The House Beautiful," in this
book that explains his theories of the
ideal home. This book presents his con-
cepts with photographs showing the
evolution of Wright's organic architec-
ture style, all of which exemplified the
Wrightian principles of unity, simplici-
ty, and respect for nature. Zurko said,
"Although organic architecture can be
"overdone, Wright's work still resonates
with us he designed the
Guggenheim."
In "Artist's Books," Paolozzi's
"General Dynamic F.U.N." is displayed.
Paolozzi's slide projections, Bunk,
started in 1947, with their collage of
cuttings from advertising, comic strips,
design and magazines, and had a signif-
icant impact on the expansion of Pop
and crowds from local residents. In
1998, Chicago natives The Smashing
Pumpkins were denied permission to
perform in the park due to concerns
about capacity, noise and public safety.
'The event organizers have pro-
posed is not the Lollapalooza of the
past it's a softer, tamer event," Park
district spokesperson Jennifer Maxey-Faulkn- er
said. Lollapalooza organizers
Jane's Addiction performs at Lollapalooza in Nobelsville,
Indiana on Saturday July 5, 2003 (AP PhotoSeth
Rossman).
predict 25,000 to 30,(XX) conccrtgoc'rs
per day.
Perry Farrell, who founded
Lollapalooza in 1991 as a farewell tour
for his band Jane's Addiction, will be
one of the 70 performers booked for
this year's tour. Other artists rumored
to be on the bill include Beck, Kings of
Leon, Green Day, Weezer and The
Art. Paolozzi is Her Majesty's
Sculptor-in-Ordina- ry in Scotland.
Zurko said about Paolozzi holding the
title of Her Majesty's Sculptor-in-Ordinar-y,
"Other countries often offer
their artist's these titles because artists
are so respected in their native coun-
tries." .
In "Artist's Books" Caulfield's "Some
Poems of Jules Latbrgue With Images
by Patrick Caulfield") "is presented.
Caulfield's pictures unite planes of
illustrative expression found in comics
with a youthful pictorial communica-
tion, in which personal, social, political
and artistic images converge. While he
generally uses traditional subject mat-
ter, like landscapes and still life, his
works are figurative 'often showing a f
few' simple objects in an ' interior.
Typically, he uses flat areas of simple
color, somctimcd dominated by a single
hue, and surrounded by black outlines.
Fraser and Morrison's "The
Extinguishing of Stars" was the result
of their three-ye- ar collaboration. This
book, printed letterpress with pho-
togravures, has been called in art cir-
cles "a meditation on the small within
the infinite, a folding and unfolding of
memory." The story this book tells is of
a girl discovering anew the common
objects she conies into contact with
everyday the busliland, the ocean,
diamonds hidden in a soapbox and
the gradual understanding of the enor-
mity of the universe.
The book features 14 dust-gra- in
photogravures, a technically
demanding intaglio process that pro-
duces photographic images.
"Extinguishing Stars" used a blue- -
Killers.
This is the concert's third comeback
attempt, after a return as a more con-
ventional, corporate-sponsor- ed tour in
2003 and cancellation in 2004, after
slow ticket sales in most cities.
In its beginning years, Lollapalooza
was something of an oddity: an outdoor
all-d- ay festival featuring alternative cul-
ture. Farrell took the name from a
Three Stooges film, in which it meant
"something striking or unusual."
The original Lollapalooza musicians
represented multiple genres, from
punk to raj) to art metal, and side
stages exhibited extreme art, body
modification and curiosities like the
Jim Rose Circus Show. Lollaalooza
infiltrated 90s ,po culture so much
black Thai dupioni silk.
Kat Hartman '03's four issues of
"Pussy Comics," a senior I.S. project, is
displayed as well, adding a piece to
"Artist's Books" that can be taken down
and handled carefully by museum
guests.
Ellen Sheffield's artist book Zero, a
book in The Kenyon Review Poets
Series, has an ink jet printed front
cover, target paper back cover, and a
flag book format accordion bound
inside with pagesflags of Susan
Stewart's poem Zero on transparencies.
Sheffield, a member of the Artist In
Residence Program at St. Wendelin
High School, teaches students that any-
thing can become art. Sheffield has
even used papers from court cases from
when she was a lawyer as material for
her artist books.
Also included in "Artist's Books" is
the illuminated manuscript of the
Koran written by Ahmed Nuri, which,
according to Zurko, "is displayed closed
because the binding is so delicate.
However, there's a photo of the inside
etchings shown on the wall. This book
lias been used in art classes, but it is
only opened a crack by somebody wear
ing gloves when shown." There is also
what was thought to be a Korean scroll
book that was a gift from missionary
William Kelly, "but a student actually
pointed out that it's a Buddhist text
written in the language of poli, and so
I am working on creating a new tag to
describe this piece. You learn some
thing new every day," said Zurko.
Zurko ended by saying, "Artist's
Books is really a great show all from
the College's collections."
in Chicago
that The Simpsons satirized it with an
episode about "Homerpalooza."
The tour also inspired numerous
imitation acts, including the Horde
festival, Ozzfest, the Lilith Fair and
Warped Tour tours which ulti
mately led to Lollapalooza's 1997
demise in an oversaturated summer
concert market. tWith boy bands on
the rise and alternative music wan
ing, the tour took a six year break,
Fourteen years after the original
tour, today's concertgoers are
younger siblings to the " 90s
Lollapalooza fans and alternative
music is from a decade when words
like "grunge" and "Vedder" were part
of the jwpular vernacular.
"I don't know if any music in 2005
can really be classified as alternative,
because when I think of alternative,
I also think of grunge," said Sarah
Mickley '05.
"What was alternative in the early
90s is not alternative now, so I think
whoever plays won't be questioning
the status quo the same way they
were in the early 90s. But I think it's
important to recognize that a lot of
peoj)le enjoy stuff that is 'alternative'
in some way and I think it's good to
support that and recognize that it's
out there," said Heller.
So break out your flannels this
summer and get ready to mosh at
Lollapalooza 2005.
EMIEmbrace
unreality T.V.:
Watch Star
Trek
Star Trek. For many people, Star
Trek is synonymous with "nerds" or
"dweebs" or "people lacking the
social skills to interact even with
animals." The American public, and
the general student body at
Wooster, would probably agree that
Star Trek is a thing that is just
plain bad, from the acting to the
special effects.
A few months ago, United
Paramount Network (UPN)
announced that it would cancel the
nelatest Star Trek
installment, "Star
Trek: Enterprise"
at the end of this
season. The view-
ing public did lit?
tie more than let
andrewwaldman out an apathetic.
- sigh after the
announcement.
After 18 consecutive seasons of
new Star Trek episodes (chronicled
over four series: "Star Trek: The
Next Generation," "Star Trek: Deep
Space Nine," "Star Trek: Voyager"
and "Star Trek: Enterprise"), the
saga will end for an undetermined
amount of time.
This is very disheartening to me,
a longtime viewer of Star Trek. As
much as people admit to hating Star
Trek, it is difficult to find any per
son who has not been affected by
the franchise. The mention of the
woids "Kirk," "Spock," "Jean-Lu- c
Picard," "Borg" and even "Tribble"
often sparks memories for almost
three generations of Americans.
Star Trek has been one of the
longest running and most success-
ful science fiction traditions of all--
time collectively, the five series
(including the original starring
William Shatner) have, produced
over 600 television episodes, 10 fea-
ture films, a devoted fan following,
and millions of dollars in merchan-
dise sales. The word "Trekkie" has
even crept into our everyday dis-
course: the word is apparently in
the Webster's New Millenium
Dictionary of English.
The franchise has been a progres
sive part of television for its entire
existence. The original series, "Star
Trek," was the first television show
featuring an interracial kiss
(between Captain Kirk and
Lieutenant Uhura). It is also about
the only remaining science fiction
show on network television.
In addition, the show has influ
enced the realm of science, as sev
eral of the devices "invented" by
Trek producers have actually been
developed by scientists. These "real"
devices resemble those familiar
gadgets the show calls "Tricorders"
and "Hyposprays." There is evert
talk of particle transfer, which
could be the beginning of some- -
thing.like the Transporter.
Conceptually, Star Trek has
developed in a way unlike other tel
evision franchise of the 1980s,
1 990s, or 2000s. The now-popul- ar
franchises of Law and Order and
CSI don't challenge viewers like
Star Trek does.
Instead of focusing on the vio-
lence and fracturing of our own
society, Star Trek asks us postulate
and consider the future: the fran-
chise has asked its viewers to con
sider their own actions and choices
in life.
Life, unlike detective shows, is
not a series of whodunits, but a
path of development and self-examinati- on.
Without such exami
nation, the human race will
undoubtedly be destroyed before
anything similar to Star Trek could
ever come to be.
In a world littered with reality
television, people are starting to
forget the importance of self-examinati- on.
Star Trek has definitely
fallen victim to the trend of the
"quick-fix- " television industry that
is turning viewers into walking
zombies only concerned with figur-
ing out who'll be ousted on next
week's show. Gone are the days of
imagination: wmioui snows ime
Star Trek, television will become
an even vaster wasteland of mind-
less entertainment.
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Wurtzel: in praise of
Leah Koontz
Arts Editor
Over Spring Break I finally got the
time to read a book I received as a
Christmas present titled "Bitch: In
Praise of Difficult Women" by
Elizabeth Wurtzel. I both loved and
hated this book and thought it was
worth reviewing precisely because it
did elicit such mixed emotions in me.
I would recommend this book to read
simply because it was thought-provokin- g.
The name Wurtzel may seem famil-
iar to you because she is also author of
the best-selli- ng "Prozac Nation: Young
and Depressed in America" "More,
Now, Again: A Memoir of Addiction,"
"The Bitch Rules" and "Radical Sanity:
Commonsense Advice for the
Uncommon Woman."
In "Bitch," Wurtzel ponders women
scorned from the Bible to the present,
including our bad-gi- rl heroines of-moder- n
culture groupies, trophy
wives, Lolitas, and suicides. In five
extended essays, she connects the lives
of women such as Amy Fisher, Hillary
Clinton, Margaux Hemingway and
Nicole Brown Simpson.
"Bitch" is written with the incredible
energy of a huge drunken outburst,
and reads like a late-nig-ht conversation
with one's best girlfriend, which is why
it is such a great catalyst for discussion.
However, it was written with such
sun
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energy partly because the author did
her writing on a speed binge that, by
her own admission, sent her to rehab
upon the book's conclusion.
The main complaint I had against
"Bitch" was that, while Wurtzel has
taken on a huge project and does offer
startling insights interspersed through
the writing, she doesn't really present a
definition or an argument, and the style .
is very self-involv-ed. Since the theme
Wurtzel seems to be trying to get at is
how women manipulate situations in
order to have power over their lives.
I thought I would be reading about
strong women who were clawed their
way to the top through pure ambition.
However, the true theme running
throughout the book is that a woman
needs to be a bitch just to survive in
this oppressive and sexist world.
I was looking forward to reading
Wurtzel's book as a representative
woman of the current times where
women are attempting to be complete-
ly self-suffici-ent and uncensort'd in
their speech and actions. Unfortunately,
Wurtzel instead talks' of how women
are allowed to be independent as long
as they want to be hurt repeatedly in
romantic relationships, gain success
based only on their looks, and be the
epitome of a rebel without a real cause.
One of the covers of this book is of
Wurtzel sitting on a chair backwards,
topless, middle finger upraised, with a
blood red background. While this does
grab one's attention, it is less of an act
Jazz Ensemble performs
Nick Holt
Voice Staff Writer
On Friday April 15 at 8:15 p.m.,
the Wooster Jazz Ensemble, under
the direction of Jeffrey Lindberg
will perform a tribute concert for
musician Ray Charles. The concert
will feature singer Perrian Jordan in
the role of Ray Charles and Chicago '
Jazz Orchestra members Dee
Alexander, Yvonne Gage and Joan
Collaso as the Chi-Jo-Lett- es.
The Chicago Jazz Orchestra orig-
inally performed the concert in
October 2005. "It was very suc-
cessful," Lindberg said. "He just
passed away last year, and with the
success of the movie it seemed like
a good idea."
The Ensemble will be showcasing
several different styles of music.
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The Ray Charles tribute will feature the sounds of jazz,
rhythm and blues, gospel and soul. The Jazz Ensemble's
concert is to be performed tonight at 8:15 p.m. in Scheide
(Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
"We'll be performing many of the
different styles Ray Charles was
known for-jaz- z, rhythm and blues,
gospel and soul. He was a versatile
musician," Lindberg said. Lindberg
chose a variety of songs for the con-
cert, not just Charles' most famous
pieces.
"A couple of charts he did earlier
in his career have a big band sound,
such as the album Genius Soul
Jazz, his greatest album. We're also
doing some more popular tunes."
a difficult
of rebellion and more a buying into the
gimmick of "sex sells." Admittedly,
Wurtzel has also posed nude for
Playboy and been written about in arti-
cles accusing her of using sex as an
interview technique with rock stars.
Overall, Wurtzel seems obsessed
with beauty. And while it is the honest
truth that everybody is concerned with
their appearance to a degree, and that
Wurtzel is fighting the stereotype of
the ugly feminist, it also seems that
every single woman she mentions in
this book has to be introduced first and
foremost by their tragic beauty.
In society there seems to be the
opposite stereotype in feminism now of
the original "ugly feminist," and this
new stereotype is that you can be a
"bitch" clever opinionated, and
complicated as long as you are
beautiful and willing to take off your
clothes, too. Bragging about sexual
exploits and being sexually exploited is "
truly only lowering the bar instead of
raising the standards of self-respe-ct
and respect for others in intimate rela-
tionships for all of humankind.
Also, the author did not always seem
firm in her conviction that her ideal,
feminist world could at some point
become a reality. Furthermore, there is
entirely too much name-droppin- g, and
the continual references to books and
movies rather than real life examples
can become tedious. All of the com-
plaints being said, on the other hand,
this book can act as a chain where you
Some of the songs that the
Ensemble will be performing include
"I've Got A Woman," "Night Time Is
The Right Time," "Unchain My
Heart," "Don't You Know Baby,"
"Hallelujah, I Love Her So," and the
gospel tune "Ain't That Love." "Ain't
That Love" will be performed with
assistance from the Wooster Gospel
Choir.
Singer Perrian Jordan will be tak-
ing the vocal role of Ray Charles.
Jordan, one of Chicago's most promi-
nent vocalists, will be accompanied by
the Chi-Jo-Lett- es, a trio of female
vocalists from the Chicago Jazz
Orchestra. "Ray Charles had three
women who accompanied him. He
called them the Raylettes," he said.
"The Chi-Jo-Let- tes are our coun-
terpart to them. The name came
from the initials of the Chicago Jazz
Orchestra," Lindberg said. When
asked if he anticipated a large
turnout, Lindberg said, "I think so,
with all the attention that's been
given to the movie. His music has
been revived since he passed away. I
anticipate a big crowd."
Lindberg wasn't the only one
anticipating the concert.
.
Guitarist
Jameson Rehm '05 said that "It's
been fun practicing with the combo.
Ray Charles' music is fun to play. I
prefer jazz over most music."
and bitchy woman
are exposed to things you never would
have been otherwise.
Wurtzel raises several good points
such as why are there not self-he- lp
books for men in relationships. You
never see a book titled "Men: How to
Get Over Your Fear of Commitment."
This is because women are expected to
work around men's emotional hang-
ups, whereas women are expected to
shut up about theirs and fix them on
their own. Wurtzel also remarks that
the only jobs in which women are paid
more than men are modeling, stripping
and prostitution, which I had known
before of course, but never had really
thought of in that light until she
spelled it out.
Wurtzel writes that "behind every
great woman is a madness if the
male driving force is the need to make a
living, the female ambition is fueled by
suffering," which is a statement I could
not agree with more. Of course, I can-
not speak for all women, but in my
experience the women who seem to
have it.all often have the darkest pasts.
Their experiences have taught these
women that there can be no light with-
out darkness, and they have siphoned
this truth into an underlying spirit of
survival and perseverance. These
women now have a need to rise above
the worst thing that has happened to
them, and they use that momentum to
lead beautiful, fulfilling lives while
attempting to help others do the same.
Additionally, Wurtzel questions the
tribute to Ray Charles
Pianist John Evans '05 added that
"We're only pjaying two non-Ra- y
Charles songs. We're playing
"Naptown Blues", a Wes Montgomery
tune, and '.Tank," to show off Duke
Ellington." Rehm and Evans will be
two of the featured performers in the
Genre-defyin- g Duhks
worth a first look
Sheila Liming
Voice Staff Writer
Call them bluegrass. Call them folk.
Call them traditional acoustic with
alternating strains of both Celtic and
Quebecois influence just don't call
them any one of these things alone.
Appearing on their first full-leng- th
album The Duhks, a five-pie-ce ensem-
ble out of Manitoba, assert a sound
and style that escape easy categoriza-
tion. Though their album cover fea-
tures a motley crew of twenty-some-thin- gs
who would appear to be better
placed on the back of a Prodigy album,
or as part of the front row at a concert
featuring The Faint, the album itself
opens warmly with a rendition of the
traditional tune "Death Came
A'Knockin".
The Duhks' (pronounced 'ducks')
take on this standard gospel tune
evokes a strong blues feeling that is
underscored by some down-hom- e fid-
dle and plenty of rich, chorusing voic-
es - definitely not a sound I would have
expected from the smiling, cheery
bunch whose outfits and tattoos make
them look like Oberlin andergrads.
Hot damn. It was my first reaction
to The Duhks after accidentally hap-
pening upon their album (naively filed
in the "Bluegrass" section of a
Vermont record store). The album
itself was going to be a gamble for me
on the one hand, it was selling for
only $6 and appeared to be produced
by Bela Fleck. On the other? I knew
nothing about them, had not heard any
of their music, and was yet doubtful as
to how to correctly pronounce their
name. I gambled my precious six bucks
on The Duhks, though, and won big
time. Following the bold, bluesy open-
er, the album moves onto 'The Mists of
Down Below," a sweet song that is
undoubtedly one of the album's best
and comes coupled with a toe-tappi-ng
banjo backup that is nothing short of
gorgeous.
And then, just when you think
you've got The Duhks figured out, a
curve ball comes flying in the form of
a set of traditional Irish reels with
and I really didn't see this coming
uilleann pipes to boot (for those of
you stumbling over the pronunciation,
just call them 'Irish pipes' and leave it
double standard forced on women, the
cultural insistence on moral goodness
and society's utter fixation on badness
the virgin whore complex. She also
answers the often asked question in
regards to abused women, which is
"why didn't they just leave?" Wurtzel
states that the majority of battered
women who are murdered by their
abuser are killed after they have sepa-
rated from their abuser,
While there are many reasons why
abused women stay after the abuser
hits them the first time, such as that
they may be in love with their abuser
and believe the promises that it will
never happen again, there is one main
reason why they stay time and time
again after that first time: battered
women are scared for their lives, and
often scared for the lives of their chil-
dren. Once in a relationship with an
abuser, these women feel trapped if
they stay, their lives are living hell,
and if they leave, their lives are often
still living hell but also terminated
early.
While I cannot wholeheartedly
endorse this book, it is interesting
that "Wurtzel quotes Oscar Wilde's
saying, "all bad poetry is sincere."
This statement can be applied to
Wurtzel's own book "Bitch." While
the writing often goes off in tangents,
and I certainly do not agree with all
her claims, "Bitch" is worth reading if
for nothing else than the sheer hon-
esty of Wurtzel's narrative voice.
concert, which will feature audience
interaction.
"Ray Charles did the kind of con-
cert where the audience should inter-
act with the performers," Lindberg
stated. "I'm sure Perrian Jordan will
be good at it too."
at that).
By this point, I had my nose wrin-
kled up in what was beginning to feel
like disapproval, for if there's anything
I hate in this world, it's a Celtic
oo
The Duhks, a five-piec- e
ensemble out of Manitoba,
recently released their first
album.(Photo courtesy of
TheDuhks.com).
crossover band that can't decide where
its loyalties lay.
Fortunately for The Duhks, bright
instrumentation and tight banjo riffs
keep this and the other featured Irish
set close to home. Against my own
will, I was liking what I heard. Call
them crossover if you want, but the
better term would be 'schizophrenic'
with a touch of gutsy genius.
Without a doubt, though, it was the
. lovely "Wagoner's Lad" that ultimately
sold me on this mish-ma- sh musical
group. Appearing smack in the middle
of the album, it's a soft song with
delightful bluegrass vocals that, after
six repeats, has not yet failed to break
my heart. Though I could have done
without the interjection of the some-
what hokey Quebecois number "Du
Temps' Que blah blah blah" (track 12),
I found the overall album surprising,
beautiful, and worth twice my original
gamble. Don't go looking for The
Duhks at a Wal-Ma- rt near you, but do
yourself a favor and, if at all possible,
check them out, preferably on a sunny
Friday joyride with the windows down
and the volume up.
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Baseball stumbles in 3 -
Chris Sweeney
Voice Staff Writer
The College of Wooster men's
baseball team suffered a heartbreak-
ing defeat at the hands of .
Muskingum College on Tuesday
night. The Muskies fought hard to
ward off the Scots to pull off the 5-- 3
upset dropping Wooster to an 18-- 6
overall record.
On a brighter note, Wooster took
three of four against Kenyon over
the weekend to improve to 1 8-- 5 over-
all and 7-- 1 in the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC) east
division. Wooster swept Kenyon on
Saturday 6-- 0 and 16-- 4 then lost the
first game on Sunday 3-- 2 and fin-
ished off Kenyon in the second
Sunday game with a 12-- .r win.
Against Muskingum, the Scots had
a 3-- 2 lead after five innings until the
bats started to come alive against
starter Bret Glavan "08. After get-
ting tilt first two out, Glavan let up a
double and then allowed another hit
that tied up the game at three each.
Walt Samson '06 replaced Glavan
after the game was tied up. Samson
looked as if he would end the inning
until a ground ball was hit to short-
stop and Bubba O'Donnell '08 couldr
n't quite handle it causing the bases
to be loaded. One batter later, the
.
Muskies broke the tie off of a nicely
hit ball that O'Donnell fielded very
well, but couldn't make the throw in
time for the out.
Muskingum scored an unearned
run in the seventh to take a 5-- 3 lead.
The Scots were able to get runners
on base in the seventh and the
eighth, but the Muskies" got out of
trouble each time. In the ninth,
Brock Busson '08 got on base with a
nice centerfield hit, but Muskingum's
closer forced the next three batters
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Jake Frank '05 gets ready to deliver a thundering blast over
the fence (Photo courtesy of OPI).
Lacrosse continues winning ways in
Michelle Erickson
Staff Writer
Several cancelled games caused the
women's lacrosse team to have over a
week break after their spring trip to
Florida; however the team quickly
got back into the winners column
with a convincing win over confer-
ence foe Wittenberg. Wooster would
later fall to Denison on Saturday.
The Fighting Scots bounced back
tli is week with an important confer-
ence win over Ohio Wesleyari.
Led by Ashley Arnold '05, Wooster
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The Scots aggressive play has
record (Courtesy of OPI).
dominated the visiting Tigers from
the beginning and never looked back
as they cruised to a surprisingly easy
16-- 3 victory.
Arnold lead the impressive offense
witli a career high five goals. The
effort also earned Arnold NCAC
player of the week honors, also a first
in her career. "Ashley lias really
grown as an attacker this year. She
makes better decisions with the ball,
is in i e tonfident in her a! ilities, and
sees the back of the net well," said
to fly out giving the Muskies the
upset win. .
Jake Frank '05 went two for five
with a run scored and Brandon
Boesiger '07 had two hits and Luke
Ullman '05 also went two for five,
one of. them being a two run homer.
"Hitting wasn't very good
t """for lv '
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tonight," said Frank. "We came out
a little flat and Muskingum is a tal-
ented team, you can't do that
against them."
Against Kenyon, Jon Oliver '06
pitched a great first game to improve
to 5-- 0 on the season, allowing only
three hits, one walk, and striking out
nine en route to a complete game
shut out. Oliver only faced 22 batters
thanks to a couple of Wooster double
plays. Rob Romick '06 led the team
with two RBIs followed by Pat
All isun Harrod '06.
The powerful offensive duo of
Megan Sward '06 and
.
Helena
Iaquinta '06 each recorded four
points, as Sward recorded two goals
and two assists and Iaquinta had four
goals. In total eight different players
recorded a goal in the game.
Wooster's defense played an amaz-
ing game as they did not allow
Wittenberg a goal in the first half.
Goalie Nicki Hunt '06 accumulated
nine saves to anchor the defense.
"Our defense this year has really
stepped its game up and has shown to
be a very strong asset to the team,"
given them a 2-- 1 conference
said Hunt
The defense also caused 10
Wittenberg turnovers, lead by Kelly
Hubbell '0.r who was a nienance forc-
ing a team high three.
Wooster headed into the weekend
w ith high expectations of continuing
'"their winning ways against one of
their biggest rivals in the conference,
Denison. However the Big Red was
too much for the Scots to handle as
they defeated Wooster -- 4 despite a
three goal effort by Ashley Arnold.
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5 loss to Muskingum
Christensen '08 and Boesiger each
with one.
In game two, the Wooster bats
came to life erupting, putting up
seven runs in' the first inning, 12
after three on their way to 16-- 4 vic-
tory with 19 hits for the game.
Christensen tied his career high five
i'itMy..' ,
:'. : fC;
RBIs hitting two doubles and a
homerun while Ross Yoder '07 had a
perfect day at bat, going three for
three and scoring three runs. Kyle
Rawlings '08 won the game, pitching
for five innings allowing four runs
and striking out seven.
The Scots started off Sunday with
their first divisional loss of the year,
a 3-- 2 decision. Kenyon's pitching
held the Scots-lineu- p to just four hits
for the entire game, striking out
three and walking five. Kenyon
"Ashley has really grown as an attacker this
year. She makes better decisions with the ball, is'
more confident in her abilities, and sees the back
of the net well,"
Allison Harrod '06
Softball Player
Wooster struggled offensively
despite the efforts of Arnold, as they
were held scoreless for much of the
second half. Allison Rubin '08 was the
only othetScot to find the back of
the net. as she recorded her fourth
goal of her young career. Hunt added
five saves to help damper Denison's
offense. The loss drops the team to 2-- 3
overall and 1- -1 in the conference.
The Scots entered a must win game
this Tuesday as they traveled to
Delaware to face the Bishops of Ohio
Wesleyan. "Losing to Ohio Wesleyan
was not an option for us. We knew
that this game would set the tone for
the rest of the season. We did exact-
ly what we needed to do which was
playing together as a single unit,"
aid Allison Harrod. Once again the
Scots offense and defense were both
clicking as Sward lead the way for the
offense with a six point effort on five
goals and one assist.
Hunt turned in a stellar perform
Tennis has
Molly Rallo
Sports Editor
On April 11, the Big Red from
Denison upended the College of
Wooster men's tennis team, 5-- 2. The
four of six singles losses did not fare
well for the Scots. This loss dropped
the 1 7th regionally ranked Scots to 9-- 3
on the season.
The Scots dropped their first point
in the doubles, having lost two of the
three pairings. The only doubles w in-n- ers
were Alec Garnett '05 and Ted
Hickey '08 as they pulled out a 9-- 7
victory at the number two spot.
Wooster also lost in their first two
singles positions, but Garnett was
able to pick up the slack at no. three
and beat his opponent 6-- 7, 5-- 7, 1- -0.
Denison took control once more at
the no. four and five spots, sealing the
scored all three of its runs in the
first inning off Samson, who pitched
four innings and allowed six hits.
The two Scot runs came off of a
wild pitch in the top of the third and
a Mike Barone '07 solo homerun.
"We weren't as sharp and didn't
play as well as we wanted overall,"
said Frank. "We weren't satisfied
with winning three out of four."
. The Scots struck back in the fourth
game, first led by Yoder's three run
home run to put the Scots up 4--0.
Then by Christensen's RBI to bring
in the fifth run of a six run second
inning putting them up 7-- 0 after two.
The Scots would add five more runs
over the course of the game to give
Ryan Mullins '08 the win who came
in to relieve Adam Samson '08.
Yoder, Christensen, and Shawn
Swearingen '07 led the team in RBIs
with three, two, and two.
The Scots were set to play
Ottffrbein last Thursday; the game
was postponed due to weather. The
Scots have six games this upcoming
week the first is a rematch against
Muskingum, this time the game is
away on Thursday.
"Improving our hitting is our num-
ber one priority," said Frank. "If we
get back to hitting like we did in
Florida we will be fine."
The Scots will then host division
rival Allegheny, who is in second
place in the division, on April 16 and
17th for two sets of doubleheaders.
Allegheny is out to take over the first
place slot in the division at 5-- 1 in the
NCAC east three wins this weekend
would overthrow Wooster in the
division race.
Finally on April 19 the Scots head
to Marietta which is currently num-
ber 1 1 in the nation for a potential
top ten match up on a Tuesday
night game.
NCAC play
ance as she recorded 18 saves for the
Scots, holding the home team to five
goals. Wooster won the contest con-
vincingly 1 1- -5, the win moves their
conference record to .500 and
increases their overall record to 3-- 3.
With her impressive offense per-
formance Sward become the tenth
leading scorer in Wooster history as
she now has 128 career points.
Allison Harrod also added two goals
in the winning effort, along with
Iaquinta's two point effort, including
one goal and one assist.
"Today we played very well as a
team and we clicked again and it
shows something about our team that
we can come back from a lose like the
one top Denison and triumph and
pick ourselves back up," Hunt added.
Next up for the Scots is a non-confere- nce
match-u- p ""Sgainst Puget
Sound from Tacoma Washington.
Puget Sound will arrive to play the
Scots on Friday afternoon.
a rough one
victory. Hickey won the second point
1 for the Scots by defeating his no. six
opponent in straight sets, 6-- 3, 6-- 3.
The Scots will host Allegheny on
April 17 at noon on General Hard
Memorial tennis courts.
The College of Wooster women's
tennis team faced a tough match on
April 12 as they had trouble in their
losing effort to Ohio Wesleyan
University 1- -8.
The Battling Bishops took all three
doubles matches from the Scots. Ohio
Wesleyan also won five of the six
singles matches until Emily Alward
'06 easily defeated her no. 6 opponent,
6-- 1, 6-- 3.
Along with the men's team, the
women also host Allegheny on April
17, but their match starts at 1 1 a.m.
After their match on FYiday, they
travel to Kenyon on Saturday to take
on the Ladies at 4:30 p.m.
My Destiny
So, being from Massachusetts, I've
got to start off the article by talking
about my beloved Boston Red Sox.
I'll admit, I was
I upset when they
n',.; I lost the first twogames of the sea--
son to the Yankees,
K-v-
J
I but since then, the
nickcross Sox have gone 3"2'
'
while New York
has dropped 4 out of 5.
That's good enough for me, but of
course, the Red Sox received their
MLB championship rings this week.
I hope everyone got a chance to see
those things. They're beautiful, with
that pretty big "B" right there on the
front. I don't know which are more
stunning the Red Sox champi-
onship rings or the gigantic NFL
championship rings that the Patriots
have been receiving every year.
They're both so breathtaking.
That's probably why the Red Sox
slammed the Yankees, 8-- 1, on
Monday, the day they received the
rings right before the game. Jeter
and A Rod .couldn't stop thinking
about what it must be like to have
those 2004 rings. Granted, Jeter's
got a couple of his own, but those
are far outdated by now and I'm sure
he's lost interest in them. That bit-
ter taste of ' defeat was still visible on
both of their faces. It was .
grrrrrrreat.
As most of you have probably
heard Tiger Woods won his ninth
major by winning the Masters. Now,
only two players have won more
majors than him and it sure seems
like he'll be breaking records before
his time is up.
Whether or not you like or pay
attention to golf, Tiger is impressive.
First of all, he wins all the time.
Second of all, his name is Tiger.
TIGER. It's intimidating, and don't
try to act like it's not. If my name
was Grizzly Bear, I'm pretty sure not
too many people would mess with
me. You know it's IrqiLastly, the
guy's got his own video game. They --
took the time to put sensors all over
his body to make sure they got a car-
bon copy of his moves and such.
This brings me to my next point: I
honestly feel as though I could win
the Masters if I put my mind to it.
My reasoning is that I have played
Tiger Woods golf a number of times
and done fairly well.
I have fought through harsh weath-
er conditions, such as wind and rain,
and I have still come out on top. But
even more than that, I have beaten
Tiger Woods! Most of you are prob-
ably skeptical at this idea, thinking
that it is absurd for me to have such a
thought in my insanely intelligent,
intellectual brain. You think, "It's
easy to win in a video game. It's
nothing like the real thing." That,
right there, is falsified information. It
is EXACTLY like the real thing.
Here's why.
I'll tell you right now that I did not
beat Tiger right away. My stats were
low and I had to take my time to earn
my rank. As I got better though, I
challenged him more and more until
it got to the point where we were
neck and neck coming to the end of
our toujnament. He was trying to
gloat, doing dances after sinking a
nice putt or making a nice chip.
Tiger succeeded in getting in my
head a little bit. But I fought back
and made it a game. This is where it
became so realistic. As I went for my
winning putt, the controller started
shaking and rumbling around. It was
pretty scary at first, because I had
forgotten that that was a part of the
game, the simulated heartbeat. I
wiped the sweat off of my face,
focused, and sunk the putt. I became
the champion, and nobody can take
that away from me.
I overcame adversity. I won in all
kinds of weather, I blocked out
Tiger's childish dancing and showing
off, and I conquered my own fears
and physiological responses to pres-
sure. So how come I can't do it in .
real life? There's no good reason
why not. Oh yeah, I also have played
mini-golfp-
utt putt a bunch of times
and done alright.
Anyways, all of those reasons
add up to one thing: me, dropping
out of school to practice golf, real
life and video game, and to become a
bigger star than Tiger could ever
dream of being.
Nick "It's not that I'm lazy. It's
that I just don't care." Cross
)8
Clutch hitting lifts Scots
David Murray
Sports Editor Two
Behind the sturdy right shoulder of
Scots pitcher Natalie Barone '06 and her
some clutch batting, the College of
Wooster's softball team swept a dou-blehea-der
from Ohio Wesleyan
The Scots swept Ohio Wesleyan
University 4--2 and 5-- 2 to secure a tie
for first place in the North Coast
Athletic Conference with Denison as
with a 4-- 0 conference record. .
In the first game the Scots found
themselves in a jam. They needed a
run in the top of the seventh to force
extra innings and two runs and a
defensive shutout in the bottom of the
seventh to secure a victory. With two
outs in the top of seventh, Wooster
found themselves with their backs
against the wall and in need of some
clutch batting to keep their hopes
alive. To lead off the inning Kelly
j
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Lacrosse looks to carry momentum into NCAC play
Nick Holt
Voice Staff Writer
After struggling through a gru-
eling non-conferen- ce schedule
the men's lacrosse team has
appeared to have found their
rhythm a$ they beat rival
Wittenberg 9--3 to improve to 3--4
on the season and 1-- 0 in con-
ference play.
The Fighting Scots men's lacrosse
team began conference play with a
big win over Wittenberg on
Saturday. The Scots (3-- 4, 1- -0 NCAC)
ended a three-gam- e skid with the 9-- 3
rout of the Tigers (1-- 7, 0-- 2 NCAC).
The Scots came out firing, out-shooti- ng
the Tigers 21-- 7 in the first
half. Despite this, the score remained
fairly close till the break.
The first period was relatively
quiet as the two teams felt each other
outThejiontest was scoreless until
1:15 left in the first
,
when Austin
Taylor '06 scored off an assist from
Ben Abbott '07. Andy Boylan '06 put
another point on the board for the
Scots with an unassisted goal with
rasa!
Robinson '06 singled and then Alicia
Dissinger '08 came in to pinch run.
batters later and two outs later
Lauren Schreur '07 came to the plate
hoping to drive in the tying run and
single to left center did just that.
In the bottom of the inning, Barone
took the mound and was able to ,
shutout the Bishops despite them hav- -
(Photo courtesy of OPI).
ing runners on first and second.
There was a stalemate in the eighth
OWU held the Scots scoreless
despite Wooster having a runner in
scoring position. Barone continued
her pitching prowess as she got all
three of the batters she faced out,
forcing a ninth inning.
In the top of the ninth Robinson
used her keen batter's eye to get a
leadoff walk. Molly Gaffney '08 kept
the pressure on as she laced a single up
the middle that advanced Robinson to
second. A sacrifice bunt moved the
runners to second and third which
13:22 left in the second. Wittenberg
responded with an unassisted goal of
their own by Adam Morrison '07
with 9:13 left. Conor Hannan '08
closed out the scoring in the half
with 5:42 left off an assist by Shawn
Handy '06.
The Scots began the second half
with a flurry of scoring. Handy
scored a mere 54 seconds into the
second half off another feed from
Abbott. Handy then decided to share
the wealth by providing the assist for
Hisham Hassan '07 on the Scots'
next goal. Wittenberg managed to
respond with 7:46 left in the third on
a goal by Trevor Carlson '05, but
Wooster continued to roll. Handy
then took advantage of a Tiger
penalty to score his second goal.
Eric McKinney '06 finished off a fan-
tastic third period for the Scots, with
an unassisted goal with 2:07 remain-
ing in the contest.
With the score 7-- 2 the Scots closed
the deal in the fourth. Hassan scored
two goals - the first with 1 3:2 1 left
and the second with 10:53 off assists
from Taylor and Handy respectively,
to record his second hat trick of the
season. Wittenberg would manage
another goal as both teams waited
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Tommy Lasorda, Dodger man-
ager, when asked what terms
Mexican-bor- n pitching sensa-
tion Fernando Valenzuela might
settle for in his upcoming con-
tract negotiations:
"He wants Texas back."
to victory
brought up Schreur. Schreur contin-
ued her late inning heroics as she
,
slipped the ball along the right side
which scored both runners. Barone's
dominance continued as she retired
the side allowing no runners on base.
In the night cap it was OWU that
needed a run to force extra innings
and like the Scots in the previous game
they were able to capitalize.
The difference between the two
games was that Wooster was able to
get runs in the eight inning to secure
the victory. Angie Triplett '06 got the
inning started with a double. Kate
Henley '05 came to the plate and was
able to out duel the Bishops' pitcher to
earn a walk. Kate Kiley '08 was able to
load the bases when OWU could not
capitalize on a fielders choice. Barone
gave herself some breathing room
with a two run single. Robinson added
an extra insurance run as she scored
Kiley on another fielder's choice.
Barone, who pitched both games for
the Scots improved her record to 1 2-- 5
allowed 19 hits while walking two and
striking out nine. On the year Barone
has an impressive 1.82 ERA with 95
strikeouts in 1 15.2 innings. As a batter
she is not to shabby, batting .410 with
12 RBIs four doubles and two triples.
In the first game Maria Gonzalez
hit a record tying third home run of
the season. She is the second leading
batter on the squad with a .414 aver-
age and leads the team in RBIs, dou-
bles, and triples with 18, six and
three respectively.
The Scots have two more crucial
doubleheaders coming up against
Hiram on Thursday and Wittenberg
this coming Saturday. If the Scots can
continue their stellar play they will be
in contention for the conference title.
for a game that had long been decid
ed to end.
While the scorers on offense
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The Scots attack Wittenberg's defense as they score one of
their nine goals (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
always seem to get all the attention
in these articles, the defense also
played a stellar game. McKinney for
Baseball loses
one noticed the stellar play of the
defense stating, "The defense,
anchored by Courter Shimeall '06,
played their best game of the year,
Shimeall had a strong game in net,
making nine saves. Shimdall's play
3-- 5 to Muskingum
2 10 0 110 0 0 2 0 1
2 0 0 2 5 0
0 11 11 0 0
1 0 1 0 2 1
0 0 1 1' 3. 00,0 0 4 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 2 3 0
0 0 0 2 1 6
Player AB R H RBI BB SO P0 A LOB
Jake Frank 3b 5 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 0
RossYoder2b 5 0 0 0 0 2 4 .2 0
Luke Ullman dhss...... 5 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 3
Pat Christensen rf 4 01 0 00 20 1Rob Romlck 1b 2 0 1 0 1 0,8 0 0
Mike Barone If 3 10 0 0 1 0 0 0
Dean Palombaro If 1 0 1 0 0. 0 1 1 0 0
Brandon Boesiger c 3 0 2 1 0 0 7 3 2
Shaun Swearingen cf 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1
Jake Sankal cf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bubba O'Donnell ss 2 0 1 0 0 0 210.Josl Keller ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Brock Busson ph 1 010 0 0 0 0 0Brett Glavan p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Score by Innings R H E
Muskingum College... 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 - 5 10 1
College of Wooster.. 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 3 10 2
Softball sweeps doubleheader against OWU
Player AB R H RBI BB SO PO A LOB
Kate Henley cf 3 11
Kate Kiley If 4 10
Natalie Barone p 4 0 1
Maria Gonzalez 1b 3 0 0
Kelly Robinson 3b 4 0 0
Molly Gaffney ss 4 0 0
Natalie Jawyn c 4 1 2
Alicia Dissinger pr..... 0 0 0
Lauren Schreur 2b 3 0 0
Angie Triplett rf 3 2 2
Score by Innings R
Wooster 0000 20 03 -
Ohio Wesleyan 10000010-- 2
College of Wooster students set
Guinness Book of World Record
for playing a basketball game in
Timken Gymnasium for 36 hours
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Starting at 3:37 p.m.. on Saturday afternoon until 11 :37 p.m.
on Sunday night. A group of students played in a continuous
basketball game in hopes of setting the world record (Photo
by Jeremy Hohertz).
also had Taylor singing his praises.
"Courter made several critical saves
that kept the momentum in our favor
and helped rally us to a win. He is
without question the best goalie in
the conference and his dedication to
the team is unmatched."
With the big win the Scots finally
may be able to get the monkey off
their back. Taylor for one seems
hopeful saying, "Our team has steadi-
ly improved since the beginning of
the year and we are finally starting to
come together. I feel that this is evi-
dent in the score against Wittenberg.
The game was finally a real team
effort. Up to this point, we have
struggled to play as a team. But we
finally brought it together against
Wittenberg and we're finally begin-
ning to click."
With games against Denison and
Washington and Jefferson scheduled
between the time this writer has to
turn in his article and the publica- -
.i i .1. A; - 1!llon uaie, oy me nine you rc reauing
this article it will be clear if Taylor
was correct.
The Scots will face Kenyon at
home on the 20th as they continue
their conference" schedule and will
play Colorado College which will fly
in from Colorado Springs and will
take on the Scots at the Wooster
High School Field.
Upcoming Games
April 1$
Women's Lacrosse vs. Puget Sound
4 p.m:
Men's Tennis Ohio Northern
4:30 p.m.
Golf Nye Intercollegiate Wooster
Country Club
ApHI 16
Baseball vs. Allegheny (doubleheader)
1 p.m.
Men's and Women's Tennis
Wittenberg noon
Softball vs. Wittenberg (doubleheader)
1 pm.
Golf Nye Intercollegiate Wooster
Country Club
April 17
Baseball vs. Allegheny (doubleheader)
1 p.m.
Men'3 and Women's Tennis vs.
Allegheny noon
Softball Bethany (doubleheader)
1 p.m.
April 19
Baseball Marietta 7 p.m.
Men's Tennis Kenyon 4 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse vs. Kenyon
4:30 p.m.
April 2Q
Men's Lacrosse vs. Kenyon 4:30 p.m.
Softball Allegheny (doubleheader)
3:30 p.m.
